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Introduction
When I released my first Hump Day Golf tip in February 2010, I had no idea what would be in store for this series. What initially
started as a trial period of tips quickly turned into a regular weekly golf clip that has been running continuously for almost two
years on GOLF.com.
The “Hump Day Golf Tips” series was originally filmed and formatted as a syndicated program of short, easily digestible tips. Each
week these tips reach 20 million viewers around the globe.
I constantly run into golfers of all ages who recognize me from the series. Most can recite my famous opening by heart, “Hi, I’m
Shawn Humphries, Golf Magazine Top 100 Teacher. Do you know what day it is? It’s Wednesday. It’s Hump Day. I’ve got a tip to
get you through the day and through the week.”
After dozens of customer requests from golfers around the world, I decided to turn these video clips into a DVD series. I hope that
you enjoy this accompanying eBook for the Hump Day Golf Tips Volume 1 DVD.
Here’s to better golf.
Shawn Humphries

www.ShawnHumphries.com
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FULL SWING

Keep From Coming Over The Top

Step 1:

Tee up your ball then place a second tee
on the inside path.

Step 2:

Focus on bringing the club on an inside
path on the downswing. You will know if
you are on the right path if you are striking the second tee before hitting the ball.
This will keep you from topping the ball.
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WRONG!

If you miss the second tee, then you are
bringing the club over the top.

FULL SWING

It’s All In The Ball Position

Short Irons

The BPT has 3 main foot positions:
S – Short Irons
M – Mid Irons
L – Long Irons, Hybrids, Fairway Metals
and Driver.
Short Irons consist of Sand Wedge,
Pitching Wedge, 9 Iron and 8 Iron.
The Lead Foot and ball remain stationary
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Mid Irons

Mid Irons – 7, 6 and 5 Irons. Back foot
only moves one ball width back in your
stance.
The Trail Foot is the only foot that moves
depending on the club selection.
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Long Irons

Long Irons – 4, 3, 2 Irons, Hybrids,
Fairway Metals and Driver
Using a consistent setup and ball
position leads to a consistent ball flight!

FULL SWING

Arm Speed vs Body Speed

Create Width

As you turn back, create the space and
width with your arms.
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Create Speed

Hold your body in place and let your
arms fall. Repeat this motion quickly
about 6 times. The faster you turn your
arms, the more clubhead speed you will
put on the golf ball.
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Follow Through

On the 6th time you let your arms fall,
then do the full swing motion and follow
through.

FULL SWING

Got Width?

Bring Your Hands To This
Position From Setup

As you straighten to this position, keep
the same width as in your setup. This
width is maintained during the backswing
and downswing into impact.
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Hands Same Distance From
Shoulders As In Setup

Turn your body and maintain width to
your backswing position. This motion will
give you the same width as in your setup.

Creates Inside Path Into Impact

When you maintain similar width to the
top of the backswing, you can now let the
arms fall on an inside path to the ball.

FULL SWING

Plane Your Takeaway

Create A Shaft Line With A
Tour Stick

As you work the club back, barely brush
the tour stick. This ensures the club is
on plane from the start.

Correct Plane On Your Takeaway
Since the club is on plane on the way
back, you are in a much better position
at the top and as you start down to the ball.
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Helps Keep The Club In Front
Of You

Developing a solid plane accomplishes
two things:
1) It helps you take the right amount of turf;
2) It helps you square the clubface.

FULL SWING

Fix Your Slice

Common Problem: Cupped
Left Wrist

Recreational golfers who slice the ball
have a cupped left wrist at the top,
leading to an open clubface at impact.
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Flat Left Wrist In Line With
Forearm

Check your left wrist at the top; it
should be flat and form a perfect line
with your forearm.

Check Your Angle At The Top

Stop your backswing at the top and
make sure the back of your left hand
and the clubface match.

FULL SWING

Increase Your Speed

Develop Swing Speed Using
Weighted Club

Choose a club or training tool
(as pictured) to work on increasing your
swing speed. This will increase your
distance and power.

Make Sure Club Has Length

The club should be driver length or
greater and distributed weight to it as
well. This particular model has a digital
readout that gives you instant feedback.
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Swing Back And Through

Take your normal driver stance and
swing back and through several times,
increasing your speed on each pass.

FULL SWING
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CHIPPING

Standing Closer is Better

Standing Closer = Hands Forward

This view shows how standing closer to
the ball will help keep your hands forward
and clubface square with less loft.

Straight Back

Standing closer to the ball promotes a
straight back and straight through motion.
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Straight Through

The ball will come off the clubface lower
which creates more control, enabling you
to chip the ball on your intended line.

CHIPPING

Importance of Feet in Chipping

Correct This Common Mistake In
Chipping With Your Feet
Your upper body stays behind the ball
even though you have shifted your knees
forward, leading to fat or thin chips.

Roll Your Feet Toward Your Target
As you setup to the ball, roll your feet
to your target. This will shift your weight
and body toward the target.
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Creates A Proper Shaft Angle

When you shift your weight by rolling
both feet, you will be able to maintain
the forward shaft lean essential to
proper chipping.

CHIPPING

Chipping Ratios

Use Chipping Ratios To
Increase Consistency

By using a consistent measurement
ratio with each chipping club (8, 9, PW,
SW), you can control distance and
eliminate guesswork.

Learn Each Club’s Ratio

The ratio equals flight-to-roll (i.e., x part
flight to x part roll). Chipping club ratios:
Sand Wedge 1:1, Pitching Wedge 1:2, 9
iron 1:3, 8 iron 1:4.
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Find Your Landing Point

On this shot, I’m using my sand wedge
and using the 1:1 (1 part flight to 1 part
roll) ratio to get the ball within 3 feet.

CHIPPING

Two Secrets to Better Chipping

Stand Close to the Ball

It should feel like your eyes are on top of golf ball when you
setup to it.
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Maintain Speed

As you hit the shot, make sure you are holding your
speed constant.

CHIPPING

Secret to the “Bump and Run”

Turn the Toe Down

When you setup to the ball, turn the toe of the club down
slightly so that the ball hits higher on the clubface, taking the
spin off it. This stance will deloft the club a little.
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Hold the Angle

Line up to the ball and hold the angle through impact, keeping
the toe down. Watch how the ball skips and then runs all the
way to the hole.

CHIPPING
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PUTTING

Reading Putts

Choose A Visual Key

As you view the line for your putts,
choose a visual key like the cup or the
golf ball to set a distance measurement
for your line.
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Keep The Visual Key In Mind

Once you choose your line and utilize
your measurement key to pick a target,
let the putter do the work..

Cup or Ball Width Are Good Tools

Width of the cup (which incidentally fits two
golf balls side by side) or the golf ball are
easy to visualize and use for your line.

PUTTING

Putter Grip

Putter Grip In Middle Of Hand

Place hand on grip with middle finger
extended down the grip and putter
shaft pointing straight up the forearm
to the elbow.
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Thumb On Top With
Fingers Wrapped

This hand works as your align guide in
keeping your putter face square to the
target line.

Opposite Hand Rests In Fingers
With Thumb On Top

Bridge grip (shown in picture) works to
keep putter solid through impact and left
hand from breaking down.

PUTTING

Nail Your Line

Find Your Alignment

Place the tour stick on the line of your
putting stroke (six inches away from
the ball).
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A Quick Visual Guide

As you setup for your putt, use the tour
stick as a visual guide for your alignment.

Putt Over the Tour Stick

Work your putter back over the tour stick
and maintain your alignment.

PUTTING

Never Miss A 5 Footer

Five-Foot Putts

Missing a five-foot putt is a very frustrating experience for any golfer. But with
the right amount of training, these shots
can become second nature.

Resist the Urge to Look

Don’t let yourself peak and look at the
hole. Peaking will reduce your accuracy
and distract you from the stroke.
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One Handed Putts

Cover your eye with your left hand.
Then, practice making the putt with your
right arm and right shoulder.

PUTTING
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PITCHING

The Pitch Chip

Select a pitching wedge and setup to the
ball exactly like how you would to chip it.
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Using your chipping technique, swing
the club back and through impact.

Watch as the ball comes in higher,
softer, and with some spin on it.

PITCHING

Mastering the Lob Shot

Open Clubface

First, open up the face of the club. This changes the ball flight
to the right of the target and will help you loft the ball up and
over the bunker.
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Lower the Handle

Next, lower your handle the same amount that you opened
the clubface. This will correct your ball flight and allow you to
stay square to the intended target line.

PITCHING

Hit Crisp Pitch Shots

The Setup

Your ball position should be a little to the
left of your belt buckle.

The Hinge

Turn your shoulders and hinge the club
backward.
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The Hold

As you move through impact, hold the
angle. Don’t release the club. Instead,
you should keep the angle nice and firm.
This will give the ball speed and spin.

PITCHING
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BUNKER PLAY

Hitting From Fairway Bunkers

No Different Than Playing
From Fairway
Ball position and club selection
should be the same.

Dig Your Back Foot In

This creates a bridge to brace your back
foot and keep from rotating over or out
of the shot on the backswing.
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Create The Angle And Swing

With your back foot braced and your front
foot dug in slightly, you’re now ready to
create the angle and swing through.

BUNKER PLAY

New Way to Hit Bunker Shots

Setup

For this shot, use a 48-degree pitching
wedge instead of a sand wedge. Setup
close to the ball while leaning slightly to
the left.

Hinge

Prepare to do a regular pitch shot by
hinging the wrist back to create leverage
in your swing.
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Hold

Make contact and hold your finish. This
will allow the ball to come out low and
skip across the green with a little spin.

BUNKER PLAY

Standing in the Bunker

Setup & Club Selection

For this trouble shot, use your sand
wedge to get the ball to pop up in the
air. Choke down on the club all the way
to the shaft to help shallow out your
golf swing.

Club Works Around Your Body

In this scenario, you want a shallow swing
that works around your body. If your swing
is too steep, your club will crash into the
ground. Lowering the handle will help to
get the face pointed upwards.
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Stabilize Stance & Aim

Dig your toes in the sand to secure
your stance and level out your feet.
Remember that the ball has a tendency
to go to the left because it is above your
feet. Aiming to the right of the flag will
help to counteract this.

BUNKER PLAY
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TROUBLE SHOTS

Downhill Lies

Angle Of Lie Delofts Clubface

As you adjust your stance, the launch
angle and loft of clubface becomes
lower (pitching wedge pictured).
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Adjust Hips, Knees And
Shoulders To Slope

Ball will come out lower and peel to the
right, so load up on your left side and
line up left of the target.

Load Weight On Left Side

Keep clubface low through impact and
as you swing through the ball your
weight may cause you to step over and
through the shot.

TROUBLE SHOTS

Knock Down Shot

Key Is Ball Position

Take your normal setup then adjust your
stance so the ball is further back by the
width of one ball.

Use Your Normal Swing

The clubface is delofted and will impact
the ball earlier, bringing the flight down
even on a normal swing.
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Follow Through And Finish As
On A Normal Swing

This technique will create a lower, more
penetrating ball flight, and it will fly the
same distance as your regular shot.

TROUBLE SHOTS

Ball Above Feet

Ball Will Come Out Left

As you can see, the flight of the ball will
come out left of my setup position. The
higher the ball is above your feet, the
further left it will travel.

Common Mistake Is To Swing
Too Steep

Your regular swing plane will be too steep
for this type of lie. Work on rounding
out your swing plane with a few swings
above the ball.
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Flatten Your Swing Plane

By taking a few practice swings above
the ball, you will feel your swing become
flatter. Take 1 more club as your distance
will be less.

TROUBLE SHOTS

